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The sequel to the genre-defining, landmark bestseller Presumed Innocent, INNOCENT continues

the story of Rusty Sabich and Tommy Molto who are, once again, twenty years later, pitted against

each other in a riveting psychological match after the mysterious death of Rusty's wife.
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Back in 1987, Scott Turow's "Presumed Innocent" created a sensation. It had all of the elements

that fans of legal thrillers adore: murder, adultery, courtroom pyrotechnics, and a final twist that

knocked everyone's socks off. In "Innocent," it is 2007 when Turow rejoins Rusty Sabich, who is

now sixty years old and has risen to become Chief Judge of the Third District Appellate Court in

Kindle County. He is hoping to run for the State Supreme Court in the near future. Unfortunately, his

personal life has been far less successful than his career.Turow keeps us off balance by going back

and forth in time, changing points of view, and withholding key bits of information so that he can

spring a few surprises in the final chapters. "Innocent" is an intense story of how people nurse

deep-seated resentments that fester for years and do inestimable damage; of family members who

are afraid to tell one another the truth; of infidelity and betrayal; and ultimately, of love and

redemption. Turow's courtroom scenes are mesmerizing, and he makes the complex proceedings

accessible and fascinating, even for those who know little about criminal procedure.One quibble is

that Rusty's behavior does not always ring true. He is supposedly an intelligent and self-disciplined

individual who has learned something from his past mistakes, but his actions in this novel are too

naÃƒÂ¯ve, foolish, and self-destructive to be believed. In addition, there is a bit of contrivance in the



way the author sews up the threads of his narrative. Still, Turow knows how to grab our attention

and hold it, and he maintains a high level of suspense throughout this intricate tale.

In "Innocent," Scott Turow presents a sequel to his 1987 debut novel, "Presumed Innocent." Judge

Rusty Sabich is accused of murder once again--but this time it is of his wife Barbara. The story is

mostly told in flashbacks, from Spring 2007 when Barbara was still alive, to Fall 2008 when she

mysteriously passes and Spring 2009 when court proceedings are well underway.In Spring 2007,

Judge Rusty Sabich is a happily married man, who sympathizes with his bipolar wife Barbara and

shy, law-school graduate son Nat. His world is turned upside down after he starts an extra-marital

affair with his former law-clerk, Anna, who is young enough to be his daughter. Complicating

matters is that Judge Sabich's election to the Supreme State Court is coming up, and news of his

affair can cost him not only his wife, but his career.Fast forward a year, and Anna has broken up

with Judge Rusty Sabich. Instead, she starts dating his love-struck son Nat---but is terrified of word

slipping out about her past relationship with his father.And then the unthinkable happens--Rusty

Sabich is accused of murdering his wife Barbara when he doesn't react properly to her failure to get

up. Instead of calling medical services, he spends twenty-four hours at her bedside in a trance-like

state. By the time Barbara is finally seen, she's no longer alive. By this time, even his son Nat has

trouble figuring out if Rusty is guilty or not.Meanwhile Rusty's old nemesis from "Presumed

Innocent," acting prosecuting attorney Tommy Molto, assisted by his fiery chief deputy Jim Brand,

sees his chance to finally get back at Rusty by gathering enough evidence against him to bring the

case to trial. A legal-thriller type court battle ensues, and takes up much of the book.
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